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Summary 

Recent progress and investigations of an 
electron stnrage riny+ SOR, are presented. 
Stored current and beam life time increased 
cons 1derab ly . Inject ion efficiency and the 
life time were studied critically. Especiallv 
the life time was found to depend on the 
p L‘ es 5 " r e of the ring and effective momentum 
aperture related to betatron resonance as 
well as the Touscl!ek effect. 

Introduction 

Recently a cvmpre!lensive machine study 
of SOR, a 400 MeV electron storage ring 
d e d i c 0 t. a il for synchr,ofron radiation 
experiments. has heon made to investigate the 
present I imlt3t:on of stored beam current and 
its life time as wel! as the other problems, 
altd a cnnsidcr-able prncjr'css IiaF been obtained 
bY scveral improvements as shown in F19.1. 
TllO i- 1 ‘8 'j 1s prcl:;ently operated with t!le beam 
current 200*350 nA and the life time is '00~ 
250 minutes. Although these values arc- not 
uncuff ir;ient for many radiation users. there 
sti 1 I remain s:cvcral problems tn he solved as 
dr!SCr- lhc?d later. In this paper we give the 
f e 13 e n t progress of the rin9 and the results 
of the investigation. 

Improvements 

As shown in F19.1. a considerable 
prngre~'L: has beer: obtained after the year 
1980 in the stored beam current and the life 
time. This is mails caused by the followinrj 
impro~.~emrnts. 
1. addit.i on nf steer lnq magnets in tlie beam 
transpnr~t line from injector c. lectron 
syncl~I-otl~nn. 
2 . remoT.la 1 n f 1 r o n 0 a r 5 near t11tz quedI-ulJo IE 
magnets of the ring, and of shield nope just 
before the injectIon septum magnet, 
3 . attachment of shims to the bendlng magnets 
of the I-ing + 
4. stahilizat ion of the power su1:,ply OF 
septum naqnst for beam extraction from 
the in ject.nr . and of the pulse timing circuit 
for the power SUPPLY. 

IJ ith these s 1 m p 1 c: modifications. the 
inJectiolr rate of the beam currnnt has 
11ncreased to 3 mA per one pulse from 1 mA at 
the opt lmun performance. Furthermore the 
injection !st 308 iMeV 1 and energy-up to 380 
fle?r harms been raclc easy r;ith respect to the 
current control of the bending and c;uodrupole 
magnets because of the widening of the good 
f iold region. In connect ion to this. an 
a u t 0 m 3 t i C: contrn 1 clrcult of the magnet 
c"r'T.E:litS for the energy-up. constructed 
rec~ent ly . was operated successfully without 
haIn lnr:s. 

Injection efficiencir 

In the ord ir,arY operation, the beam is 
stored up to 200- 350 mA three times a day. 
It takes about 5-20 mjnutes to accumulate 
tlie beam curl-ent. Fracticallv the injtct ion 

rate is not so rate. but there still remains 
the room for a faster injection, since the 
beam current transported from the injector is 
dbDUS: 58 ipA per nne pulse for a second while 
the beam captured in the storage riny is only 
0.2W 3 mA (depending on the tuning condition 
of various magnets as well as the amount of 
the stored cur,rent. 

The number of the electrons of tile beam 
current in the transport line was measured 
Just before the injection septum magnet and 
found to be 42 % of the circulating current 
sn I he irijector synchrotron. Taking into 
ticcount the rise time of the extraction 
kicker maYnet. more than 90 % of the injector 
beam is transported to the point just before 
tllc septum magnet. 

we 11 a La e f@und that following three 
pn i nts are the main neck of the PO"r 
in iect ion efficiency. 

1. beam expansion in the transport line. 
From design parameters of the transport 

line. the beam size at the injection point is 
expected to be 2&x 2672. ; 11 x 3.0 mm% But 
the size observed 

,25+ mm. 
with the X-ray film is 

about 

2. narrow aperture of injection septum magnet, 
The physical aperture of the septum magnet 

little 
~~er&re 

smaller than 10 x 5 mme. 
about 80~90 % of the transported 

beam is lost here. Another problem of the 
septum magnet is the fluctuation C about 1 % 
) of the power supply which resu Its in the 
miss of the optimum condition. 

3. s i m I.> 1 e one kicker magnet system for the. 
beam Injection. 

Empirically we have known that the 
injectIon rate is the fastest at the betatron 
onc:i !latlon tune L.-k= 1.22 and 1.29. In order 
to understand the- reason. ln,iection rate was 
measured as a function of excitins current of 
quadrupole magnets. The ring is composed of 
eight weak focusing bend ins magnets and fou- 
sets of triplet of FDF quadrupole magnets. 

The exper imcnta 1 injection rate on the 
tune dia9ram is shown in F19. 2. The good 
injection points locate on the lines of the 
tune vx:= 1.22 and 1.29, which suggests that 
the clcaronze of the inJected beam from the 
septum nr a g net is severely limited by the 
be tatron osc.illation trajectorv. The 
i4ljeC.t ion system is composed of one septum 
macrnat and one kicker magnet whicll locate on 
the opposite side of the ring each other. 7'he 
kick angle of tlie kicker varies as KA = k 
exp(-$/.cGsiin( cU* ) . Stored beam is also 
perturbed 1.8 Y the kicker. The inject inn 
p r 0 c F.i s s of the beams injected and stored was 
s smu lated. Fig.ure 3 shows the maximum 
excursion of the beam injected at the center 
of the septum magnet isol id line ) and of tha 
beam stored on the central line ( broken line 
) as a function of the hetatron osc1llstion 
tlJne with the paramater of the kick angle. TO 
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clear t.he septum ( 5 mm thick ) the maximum 
excursion of the beams should be less than 
about 20 mm from the center line3 since the 
beam widths are both about 10 mfl. This 
crfnd i 1,ion i:: satisfied for tl?e tune jJx = 1.21 

with k 2 12 mrad and forYi= 1.29 with k = 
18 ml-ad as seen 117 Pig.4. By the experiment 

with the kicker on or off in the injection 
pL'c+cF;'sF:. it was found about one third or one 
fourth of the in.jected beam is captured with 
the kicker on. In the injection process the 
injected and stored beams are kicked inward 
a 11 d outward many times. Optimization of the 
decay curve of the exciting current of the 
kicker might increase the capture efficiency. 

For the increase of the stored current. 
the repetition rate of the beam injection was 
tentatively increased from 1 Hz to 2-5 Hz, 
and the m 3 x i m u in beam current 510 mA was 
obtained shortly. Since the injection is so 
rapid, that the stored beam is disturbed much 
fnr the bE>arn current about 500 mh and 
somet lnc5 the SiYOKCd current is suddenly 
lost. 

Beam size and life time 

The beam size of stored current was 
measured as a function of the beam curreilt. 
The bunch length and hor lzonta 1 width 
increase considerably above a thf~esho Id 
current as shown in Fig. 4. These expansions 

are induced by the longitudinal coupled bunch 
instability as explained elsewhere? At the 
s3ne time vertical width increases with the 
beam current. which seems due to the increase 
ilf the coupling coefficient between the 
horizontal and vertical betatron oscillatinns. 

The expansion of the beam size b,rings 
about the lengthening of the beam life time. 
Fiqure 5 shows the life time measured and 
the Tou:-chek life time calculated with the 
beam size observed. Because nf the expansion 
the Touschek life tine calculated is longer 
than the life time without the expansion and 
also than the life time observed. This is 
partly supported by the fact the real life 
time was lengthened by the expansion of the 
tgond field region es described previously. 

Pressure dependence of beam life time 

Figure 6 sliows the pressure dependence 
of t. 11 e beam life time. The pressure Pm, 
mun itored at a straight section, was 
increased gradually by turning off one by one 

eight distr,ibuted ion pumps in tlie bonding 
magnets and four ardlnary ion pumps in the 
straight sections. The life time clearly 
decreased with the increase of the pressure, 
wl11le the beam current decreased a little 
during this experiment. 
life time should 

Since the Touq~~~~ 
increase for the 

current, the beam life time 1s not determined 
bv the Touschek effect but mainly by the 
pressure. 

Assuming the beam life time is given by 
the relation I/T/yI/~p +I / -c;T + 
where 5 and hr~ are the life times 
determined by the pressure and the Touschek 
effect. F I: was estimated as shown in Table 
1. 
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dependent life time. % ( min ) = 1.4 x 10-6/ 
< P > ( Torr )." Wi +ll this relation the 
average pressure < P > was estimated, wh ich 
scens reasonably to fit to the relation < P > 
x 7.0 Pm . as indicated in Fig. 8. 

Table 1. Bean life times and average 
pressure 

I TT;; 
C 
cl- 

r- 
(2 <If> 

mA r In m in min Torr 109 256 500 376 3.7 x 10 + 

85 150 880 181 7.7 x 1rq 

Momentum dependence of betatron tune 

The bstatrnn oscillation 
r-4 

tunes & and 
were measured as a function of momentum 

of IAlE. beam current or 'the, RF,, frequency. 
using the reIationAP / p =!&$+.ALbti&&. where / 

is the momentum compaction factor. Figure 
shows fhe experimental results. The 

chromaticity 
I&< 11.4. 

is tound to he 4~ I -i2.Tin,a;: 
which is explained by 

var iat.ion of the field qradient of the 
bending magnets. 

In t.h is experiment we found that the 
beam is lost for the RF frequency 
120.91 MHz and fRF& lZ@.Sl MHz. 
Fig. 7. This isthouqlltto be due to the thi:: 
order re:;onQlncel which will set an effective 
momentum -aperture &i$ instead of the RF 
bucket width e,tiapc/ E = 2.82 x 10-" . Taking 
the effective aperture at the places A, B 
and C indicated in 
quantum 

Fig. 7. w,e find the 
11 e time Tg( = 1.2 X 10 + T 

5 
6.9 and 

7.9 x 10 hours respectively. Since t. 1-l e 
estimated life time changes drastically 
dependinq on the effective aperture. 
chromaticlty correction may lengthen the beam 
life time. 

Invest igatinns of t!ie bunch lengtliening 
and cc;nstructiorl of Landau cavity are 
described elsewliere. 
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Fig.1 Progress of SOR in the maximum stored 
current and the life time. Abscissa denotes 
the year. 

Gas scattering theory gives the pressure 
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Fig.2 Injection rate on the tune 
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F1g.3 Maximum exgcursion of injected heam 
! SOild lines ) and stored beam ( broken 
lines ) in the simulation as a function of 
horizontal tune with the parameter of kick 
angle. The svmbol a and b indicate the 
aperture and width of the septum magnet. 
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Fig.4 Curi,ent dependence of the bean size 
ohsarhed at 386 MeV. 

380 MeV 

Fig.5 Current dependence of the heam life 
time ohserhed ( solid circles ) and the 
Touschek life time calculated with the beam 
size ohserhed or expanded ( solid line ) and 
the beam size without the expansion 
line ). 
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Fig.6 Life time of stored beam current as a 
function of the pressure of the ring 
monitored. < P > denotes the averag,e pressure 
estimated. 
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Fig. 7 The betatron oscillation tune as a 

function of RF frequency being coiiverted to 
tlie shift of momentum and equilibrium orbit. 
Three waves in the figure indicate that the 
beam was lost there. 


